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A Transformative Institutional Message
Every student graduates
Data Informs Every Decision
UT Students Carry a 4YGR% with their GPA
Cracking the Academic Calendar
Last year UT’s Major Switch program saved the academic careers of 29 freshmen.
Why is a high school AP exam worth more toward a degree than a first author journal article?
Incentivized Financial Aid
93% 1st year persistence in UT’s University Leadership Network
Students are Scholars First
1400 UT freshmen with lowest 4YGR% are in success programs emphasizing scholarship
Community Built on Scholarship
All 7,200 of UT’s freshmen are in a 360 Connections small community
Kill the Grading Curve
I am proud that flipping my chemistry class doubled the number of As
Experiential Learning
900 Student in UT’s Freshman Research Initiative
Faculty Mentoring
Faculty are role models for our profession
A Transformative Institutional Message
Every student graduates
Questions?